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reliasoft lab & tools is a multi-platform laboratory management software solution that enables
organizations to manage hundreds of critical processes in an efficient and effective way. lab

& tools can be used to: make management reports, track processes, create procedures,
generate test plans, generate standards, assign responsibilities, automate repetitive and time

consuming activities, integrate with other reliasoft products, and perform high volume
process testing. reliasoft's reliability software is the leading reliability engineering solution for

the software industry, the component and electronics manufacturing industry, and the
aerospace and defense industry. reliasoft's reliability software is a critical component of any
modern engineering organization. the software is used for various reliability engineering and
risk analysis activities and is widely used by technical and quality organizations to perform
comprehensive, high-quality reliability analysis and risk-based failure analysis. reliasoft's
reliability software encompasses reliasoft's flagship reliability engineering applications,
including reliasoft accuratus (version 9.0 or higher), reliasoft accuratus for mechanical,

reliasoft accuratus for manufacturing, reliasoft accuratus for dimensional, reliasoft accuratus
for statistical process control, reliasoft accuratus for reliability analysis, reliasoft accuratus for
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predictive failure analysis, reliasoft accuratus for reliability fmea, reliasoft reliaflex (version
1.0 or higher), and reliasoft reliaflex for risk analysis. the latest version of these applications,
as well as the latest version of reliasoft's data generation and analysis applications, can be

downloaded from www.reliasoft.com.
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ReliaSoft's X-by-Y tool lets you easily and efficiently create, manipulate, and export X-by-Y
data sets from your analysis, while the Visual Studio add-in helps automate the creation of
and updates to X-by-Y data sets. According to ReliaSoft, a 50% failure rate on a structural

component often means a 10-year useful life and out-of-service cost. For a manufacturer that
produces 100,000 units a year, a production system that has a 50% failure rate will have to

be redesigned and retooled every five years. In an industrial setting, however, this is a costly
and resource-intensive process. The MT module is a special industry-specific version of

ReliaSoft's Weibull++ life data analysis software, designed to meet the needs of the machine
tool supplier community. Weibull++ MT is designed to speed up and simplify the extremely

cumbersome and error-prone process of translating and analyzing data from equipment
downtime logs. ReliaSoft's Weibull++ software tool is the industry standard in life data

analysis (Weibull analysis) for thousands of companies worldwide. The software performs life
data analysis utilizing multiple lifetime distributions (including all forms of the Weibull
distribution), with a clear and concise interface geared toward reliability engineering.

Weibull++ 6 MT is a special industry-specific version of ReliaSoft's Weibull++ life data
analysis software, designed to meet the needs of the machine tool supplier community.

Weibull++ MT is designed to speed up and simplify the extremely cumbersome and error-
prone process of translating and analyzing data from equipment downtime logs. 5ec8ef588b
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